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Abstract

In this paper we present a method for studying recurrent extinction in a metapopulation of Anopheles gambiae.
We model the metapopulation as a collection of populations, in which individuals are represented as haploid DNA
sequences that evolve through mutation, genetic drift and clonal replication. Analysis of simulation results demon-
strates the potential of repeated measurements of Watterson’s θ for discriminating hypotheses of population structure.
These results demonstrate that simulation is an appropriate methodology for studying population genetic questions
in biology.
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1 Introduction

The increasing interest in the introduction of genet-
ically modified vectors of disease has heightened the
need for suitable population models. Of particular
interest is the genetic modification of populations of
malaria vectors, especially in areas where the dis-
ease is endemic [1]. Population models are especially
needed for researchers to assess the potential of such
a disease control strategy. The demographic and evo-
lutionary history of biological populations can be in-
ferred using population genetic analysis[2, 3].

Population genetics models have long been formu-
lated as systems of differential equations[4]. While

often helpful, these models are also subject to limi-
tations. For example, they commonly assume a very
large population size. This assumption misses impor-
tant small population effects such as genetic drift or
extinction[5]. In addition, these models usually em-
ploy summary statistics, but describing their behav-
ior under varying demographic conditions in closed
form is very difficult. Finally, the introduction of non
linearities in rates of drift and other parameters typi-
cally makes these models intractable. Even the most
promising developments in population genetics, such
as coalescent theory[6], have yet to provide an unam-
biguous window to the past. Consequently, simula-
tion is often helpful by providing an alternative way
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to study population biology. The desire is to make
the simulation model powerful enough to capture the
essentials of population biology scenarios, and at the
same time be amenable to manipulation, repeatabil-
ity, analysis and to be understandable.

In this paper we describe a method to distin-
guish the genetic signatures of seasonal extinction
versus population bottleneck using a well-defined and
parametrized situation from the field. The effective-
ness of the method is assessed using a realistic sim-
ulation of molecular evolution in a metapopulation.
We hypothesize that Watterson’s θ (θw)[7], a ratio of
diversity to genealogical depth, will rise very quickly
from a lower level with seasonal extinction compared
to its change under seasonal bottlenecking.

Preliminary results indicate that θw is able to dis-
cern between different scenarios in a metapopulation
of Anopheles gambiae. These results demonstrate
that simulation is helpful for identifying and clari-
fying patterns of population structure.

2 Background

Malaria is one of the world’s gravest health prob-
lems. There are 300 million acute cases of malaria
in the world each year, resulting in over a million
deaths. 90% of these deaths occur in Sub-Saharan
Africa, where it is the leading cause of child mortal-
ity (20%)[8]. The costs in human suffering and lost
GDP (US$ 12 billion) are staggering, and inflicted on
the nations least able to afford them[8].

The mosquito An. gambiae is the principal vec-
tor of the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum in
Africa. It has been suggested that genetic modifica-
tion of this species might make it refractory to the
malaria parasite, thereby interrupting transmission
of the disease[9]. Beyond the creation or discovery
of a gene that effectively causes resistance, a major
obstacle to this effort is understanding how to intro-
duce the modified organism into natural populations
so that it becomes dominant or displaces the wild
type[10]. Since temporal and geographic structure in
a population can significantly affect its genetic diver-
sity and evolution[11, 12], the population structure
of An. gambiae is of particular concern.

Forms of population structure include geographic
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Figure 1: Two extreme hypothesis of An. gambiae metapopu-
lation dynamics: resident mode, where peripheral populations
bottleneck but don’t go extinct and sourced mode where extinc-
tion occurs during the dry season followed by re-colonization.

heterogeneity, non random mating or dispersal lim-
its, all of which affect the movement of genes within
the target species. In the case of An. gam-

biae several types of population structure have been
identified[13].

The village of Banambani (near Bamako) has re-
ceived especially thorough study[14]. Banambani is
located in the Sudan Savanna region of south cen-
tral Mali. This area is characterized by a long dry
season from about November to May[14]. The vil-
lage comprises 60–70 compounds, and is surrounded
by a network of other nuclear villages of similar size,
separated by a few kilometers. It is estimated that
population sizes become very small during the dry
season, especially during March of each year[13].

It is currently unknown if populations of An. gam-

biae in Banambani and surrounding villages go ex-
tinct during this time, and then are re-colonized at
the outset of the next wet season. It may equally
be that village populations are severely bottlenecked,
but do not go extinct.

These two alternative scenarios represent hypo-
thetical extremes of metapopulation dynamics. We
use a broad definition of a metapopulation as a
collection of populations with some degree of gene
flow and some probability of extinction and re-
colonization[15]. In this study we simulated these
scenarios, with the goal of identifying population ge-
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netic signatures that might allow them to be distin-
guished.

We term the extreme dynamics resident and
sourced modes (see Fig.1). The difference between
them is the permanence of peripheral populations
(villages) in face of large overall population size
changes within a year. It is likely that some pop-
ulations may go extinct and others not. Also, there
may be some influence of a source despite persistence
over the dry season. We explore the latter possibility,
namely a mixed mode, in addition to the two extreme
modes.

3 Methods

We simulated a collection of four peripheral popula-
tions plus a large source population. Each popula-
tion is a group of individuals that inhabit a single
geographic location (equivalent to a village) and is
reproductively continuous in time. An individual is
represented as a haploid, neutral sequence of DNA.
As described below this should equally well repre-
sent a population that is diploid, but with half the
population size. The four populations are subject to
several types of events: mutation, migration, birth,
and death.

We use exclusively point mutations with an infinite
alleles model. The length of a sequence is set to be
equivalent to the length of data we can easily gen-
erate with a single sequencing reaction using current
technology. The mutation rate (µ) is comparable to
fast-evolving neutral nuclear DNA [4]. The use of
a neutral gene represents the absence of functional
constraints on where a mutation can occur.

A migration event removes a randomly chosen in-
dividual from one population and appends it to an-
other. The migration rate (m) is taken from es-
timates for An. gambiae in Banambani[16]. A
small effect of inter-village distance on gene flow was
found[16] for distances in the range of the villages we
are simulating, so we use a fully connected network
between the villages. Under this arrangement each
destination is equiprobable for a dispersing individ-
ual. In reality migration is a bit more complicated.

Births are equivalent to clonal reproduction, where
a new copy of a randomly selected sequence is made

Table 1: Peripheral population size(Np) at each time step
of a single year. Note that the source population size(Ns) is
constant.

Time Population sizea Time Population size

00 700 06 13996
01 2916 07 11780
02 5132 08 9564
03 7348 09 7348
04 9564 10 5132
05 11780 11 2916

and appended to the population. The number of mu-
tations (Nµ) is tied to the number of births (Nb):

Nµ = µ×Nb (1)

Thus while mutation may not occur exactly during
reproduction they are not independent. Death is the
removal of a randomly selected individual from a pop-
ulation.
The change in population size (∆N) is a product

of the number of births (Nb) minus the number of
deaths (Nd):

∆N = Nb −Nd (2)

Every village has the same predefined profile of
population size change, based on inter and intra year
size estimates from genetic and demographic surveys
in Banambani[13] (See Table 1). The model explicitly
includes turn over: a baseline number of births and
deaths in addition to the excess of one or the other
needed to achieve a particular ∆N . We set this to a
value constrained by computational time and a rea-
sonable amount of molecular evolution between time
steps.
Each simulation starts with four populations and

a source of genetically identical individuals. For ev-
ery time step, the number of births, deaths, muta-
tions and inter-village migrations are calculated. The
events are executed in arbitrary order creating an
asynchronous simulation. At the beginning of every
time step, θw is calculated from a small sample for
each village using equation 3,

θw =
S

n−1
∑

i=1

1

i

(3)
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Table 2: Experimental Conditions: extinction probablity dur-
ing dry season (e) and migrant origin (mo: 0 = all peripheral)

Mode
Variable Resident Sourced Mixed

e 0 1 0
mo 0 0 0.5

Table 3: Mode independent parameters. Maximum and min-
imum peripheral sizes (Np,max and Np,min), source size (Ns),
mutation rate (µ) and migration rate (m), sample proportion
of population(Psample) to estimate θw.

Variable Value Variable Value

ttotal 10,000 µb 3× 10−6

Np,max 14,000 m 0.01
Np,min 700 Turnover 0.4
Ns 30,000 Psample 0.01

bThe unit of µ is per nucleotide per update.

where S is the number of segregating sites and n is
the number of alleles (or lineages) in the sample[7].

The experimental conditions (or modes) we wish
to distinguish differ in two parameters (Table 2): Ex-
tinction during the dry season (e) and migrant origin
(mo). Resident and sourced mode have extinction
probabilities of 0 and 1, respectively, for the time step
when population size is the smallest. After extinc-
tion in sourced mode a founding pod of individuals is
drawn from the source. All migrations (non-founding
movements) in both these modes involve movement
of individuals among peripheral populations. Under
mixed mode there is no extinction but 50% of the
migrants originate from the large source population
(note that mo = 1 means all migrants come from the
source).

We parametrized the elements and other events in
the model according to our best understanding of
the situation in the field, as summarized in Table
3. Most of these parameters are described by Taylor
et. al.[17].

θw is calculated from a small sample to make the es-
timates comparable to those we expect from the field,
where we will capture only a small fraction of the to-
tal population. We conducted statistical analysis on
the variation of θw for four continuous sample years
at the end of the simulation. We assume mutation-

for each village vi

create an initial population Pi

end for

if mode = source or mode = mixed
create a source population S

end if

do until number of generations is met
for each village vi

select a random subpopulation Qi ⊂ Pi

compute θi
w for Qi

for each different event ej

compute the number of events nj for ej

end for

create a list L of
∑

j
nj events lk

for each event lk ∈ L
case lk
birth:
select a random individual px ∈ Pi

create a copy py of individual px

append py to Pi

death:
select a random individual px ∈ Pi

remove px from Pi

mutation:
select a random individual px ∈ Pi

select a random loci pl
x in px

substitute the base at pl
x randomly

migration:
select a random village vh 6= vi

select a random individual px ∈ Pi

remove px from Pi

append px to Ph

end case

end for

end for

end do

Figure 2: Algorithm for the simulations

drift equilibrium at this point in the simulation since
t is greater than 4Ne generations [18, 4] by then. A
brief algorithm of the simulation is given in Fig. 2.

4 Experimental Results

We executed each simulation for 10,000 time steps,
equivalent to over 800 years. We analyzed mean
θw for the four village populations over four years,
between year 829 and 833 of the simulation. Typi-
cal results for individual villages under resident and
sourced modes are shown in Fig. 3. Each mean θw
can be considered the value for a metapopulation un-
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Figure 3: Changes in genetic diversity in two sample villages
under resident (◦) and sourced (×) modes

Table 4: 2 way ANOVA for effect of year and mode on am-
plitude of genetic diversity fluctuation. Significance codes:
∗(p ≤ 0.05), ∗∗(p ≤ 0.01), ∗∗∗(p ≤ 0.001)

df SS MS F

year 3 1.09 0.36 0.2252
mode 2 328.80 164.40 101.7030∗∗∗

mode*year 6 2.66 0.44 0.2744
total 60 96.99 1.62

der the condition being investigated. We carried out
6 runs per mode. The mean θw of each mode are
plotted in Fig. 4.
We measured the difference between the minimum

and maximum θw for each of the metapopulations per
year under each condition, which is the amplitude of
the θw fluctuation. We found no effect of year on the
amplitude of θw. There was, however, a statistically
significant effect of mode on this measure (See Table
4). An analysis of only sourced and mixed modes
using ANOVA also revealed statistically significant
differences (result not shown).

5 Discussion

The experimental results show that the sourced mode
metapopulation begins with low genetic diversity
which rises quickly to high levels. These may be in-
distinguishable from the wet season peak values un-
der resident mode depending on the rate of migration
and the exact population size fluctuation (results not
shown). This may seem counter intuitive because
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Figure 4: Average θw from four villages within six separate
runs under each of the experimental conditions: resident (◦),
sourced (×) and mixed (4). The amplitude of the curves are
significantly different across conditions for these four years (see
text).

overall higher levels of diversity are expected in a
large source population. The reason for the low di-
versity immediately following peripheral colonization
is that the founding pod is low in diversity since it is
a small fraction of the size of the source population.
As soon as any migration occurs between villages,
though, diversity increases rapidly.

Mixed mode, which explores the effect of migrant
origin on genetic diversity fluctuation is also reveal-
ing: the levels of wet season diversity are higher with
a source contributing migrants, as expected. How-
ever, the dry season dip is deeper than under resident
mode despite the fact that neither experiences extinc-
tion. We are unsure why this is occurring but plan
to explore it in further analysis, described below.

We expect these results generally are dependent
on the size of the source population. A small source
may cause a smaller amplitude of genetic diversity
fluctuation. We plan to quantify the effect of the
model parameters in a sensitivity analysis to explore
this hypothesis and investigate the role of migrant
origin fully.

It should be noted that An. gambiae is a diploid or-
ganism. If there is no dominance among haplotypes,
the diploid model should provide the same results as
the haploid model [19]. However, a diploid model will
allow extensions of the mutation model to include re-
combination and the examination of other population
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genetics parameters, such as heterozygocity. The de-
velopment of such a model is currently in progress in
our laboratory.

Overall, the simulations and analysis presented
here show that it should be possible to distinguish
complex dynamics with repeated measurement of a
simple population genetic parameter. We have be-
gun collections at Banambani that will allow us to
determine what happens during the dry season. We
expect that our observations will bear on the feasibil-
ity of genetic modification of An. gambiae for malaria
control.
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